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Product Support Model

SOF Training Systems

PM STS Universe

Aviation Portfolio
  - Overview
  - Training Capability
  - Simulation Product Portfolio

What’s Changing?

Closing Remarks
Vision. Provide responsive acquisition support at the Right place and at the Right time. Remain relevant and part of the solution – not the problem.

Core Competency. Special Operations entry point into the Live, Constructive, Virtual and Gaming environments in the PEO STRI.
Leverage Service-Common/ Joint Projects and Funding
2 x Acquisition Executives
4 x Resources Sponsors
4 x Milestone Decision Authorities
4 x Special Coordination Relationships
3 x POM Processes
+/− 10 x Customer Funding Projects
Infinite Reporting Formats and Requirements
Overview

- Commander’s Priorities:
  - Available, Concurrent, Interoperable

- Pending Competitive Actions:
  - Special Operation Forces Training, Engineering, and Maintenance Services
    (SOF TEAMS II => 3rd Qtr FY14)

- Areas of Interest:
  - Outstation Simulation => FY16 – MH-47G
  - Collective Training Capability
  - Hardware / Software Commonality => Stimulation vs Simulation
Simulation Product Portfolio
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UNCLASSIFIED
What’s Changing?

- **Cost of Simulation**
- **Equipment Complexity**
- **Technology Evolution**
- **Simulation Capability**
Simulation Doesn’t Replace Live – It Maximizes It

Simulation Offers A Wide Variety Of Benefits To Training And Operations

PM SOF Training Systems Manages A Diverse Portfolio Of Projects That Supports The SOF Community
Questions?